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Dear Parents, 

This week our KG and Primary students have been
busy with numerous challenging activities in the
Mathematics focus week. The KG students have been
making mathematical-shaped puppets on a stick,
creating games out of egg cartons, and playing
hopscotch. KG1 students have been learning about
shape patterns, making plate number spinners, and
learning about addition with marshmallows, although
that might have been better to learn about
subtraction! The Pre-KG activities have been more
focussed on counting whilst making numerous
interesting models.  

In Primary the grade one students
have been playing games such as
snakes and ladders, using dice for
addition and completing alphabet
equations. The grade two students
solved a variety of puzzles, played
games about place values and made
various charts and finally the grade
three students took on some more
challenging tasks related to
fractions. A great job by the KG and
Primary team to make mathematics
fun and engaging inspiring a love of
learning.  
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Richard McMahon 

Executive Principal

BA Ed. (Hons), MA.Ed, PTC, PENTA

Congratulations to the winners of the
Earth Day competition with first-place
prizes going to Firas Slisli, Astrill
Rodrigues, Aafina Abbasi, and Zaid
Assad Khan. It is great for our young
students to have such concern and
care about global sustainability issues
and they will be fantastic future
leaders.  

Students have started creating songs and poems for their
entries for the twentieth-year celebration of NIS, which we
will be doing a few things after the Eid break to celebrate
and mark these occasions. If any parents have any further
ideas about how we might celebrate NIS being open for 20
years please feel free to get in touch and get involved. We
are always keen to hear from the parents and have your
input and engagement in school events.  

It has been a really busy half term and I am sure all the students and staff are looking forward to
the well-deserved break, which starts at the end of this week. With that said I would like to wish
you all Eid Mubarak and we look forward to the students returning to school on Sunday 8th May.  
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This week all ELC kids were very busyThis week all ELC kids were very busy
completing their Math week activities,completing their Math week activities,
they had a good time and thoroughlythey had a good time and thoroughly

enjoyed it. Well done little Mathematicians.enjoyed it. Well done little Mathematicians.

Without mathematics, there's nothing you can do,Without mathematics, there's nothing you can do,
Everything around you is mathematics.Everything around you is mathematics.
Everything around you is numbers.Everything around you is numbers.
Shakuntala DeviShakuntala Devi



KG1 Abhin Abdullah Kodichal

KG2 Mohid Afzal Khan

1B Omar Ashraf ELSharkawi

1G Hala Abdulla Sliman

2B Kareem Ahmed ElShebiny

2G Rawen Ben Taous

3BA Ahmed Elnazeer Ali Salim

3BB Mohammad  Essa Saeed

3G Danah Rashed S Al-Khaldi

4B Ahmed Ashraf ELSharkawi

4G Amna Anas

5BA Malik Abdulaziz A AlOmrani

5BB Yahia Ahmed Mousa Akl

5G Alzahraa Talal A Al Saleh

6BA Hadi Husain al Basri

6BB Rayyan Wa'el A. Khazneh

6G Maria Saadia Djemil

7B Abdalrahman Ahmed Akl

7G Salma Amged Ahmed Ahmed

8B Ahmed Maged El Sayed

8G Jana Omar Aljarf

9 Wassim  Alkhalaf  ALMamou

10 Nour Mohamed Taha

11 Hamza Arshad Qureshi

12 Aminah Wahab M Alsharit
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Dramatization is an ideal subject for young children to
experience. During EFL class, grade 5 girls enjoyed their
reading lesson. After reading the story “The Three Billy

Goats Gruff”, the children acted the story. It is an
invaluable experience as a mean for developing

communication skills, encouraging positive social
interaction, increasing physical control and teaching

children how to listen and respond appropriately.

DRAMA WINS ON NO TECHNOLOGY DAY

 
Grade 4 boys were fully engaged in learning

“Homophones” through playing “Go Fish”. Game.
When a student collects a matching pair of

homophones, immediately he shows it to the other
players and places the pair down in front of him.
The winner is the player who has the most pairs.

NO TECHNOLOGY - NO BOREDOM

EFL in action!EFL in action!
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Congratulations to the winners of theCongratulations to the winners of the  

Earth Day Poster Making CompetitionEarth Day Poster Making Competition



The Primary Department
is hosting Math Week this

week. Grade 2 G has
participated in different
activities that develop

different Math’s concepts
through fun, interactive

and collaborative
activities. Both students
and teachers were very

excited and had great fun. 
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Math week is a great way to implement teamwork and problem-solving skills in an
enjoyable and educational way. Math Week primary activities can enhance the social

aspect of learning for children. This can make the learning environment fun and
interesting especially for young learners. We celebrated Math Week in the primary
this week and Grade 2 boys had much fun doing indoor and outdoor activities. 


